
Dr. Lyman Scitzer
Princeton Observatory
Princaton, Nid,

Dear Tr. Sritzer:

In connection with the theoretical problems of the definition and evolution
of "living systens" xy reading has brought to my attention the faacinating
problems of the composition and evolution of intersteller mtter, I wae sepecial-
ly etruek by the analocy betweer the growth of tho interstellar crein and that
of a hypethetien] prets-crgenion, Let me say at the outest thet my information
on the subject da limited alnest entirely te ubat I could gst out of Dufay's
book in ites recent relish translation.

From Dufay, and from your paper with Bates (Ap. J. 115, 441, 1951) I gather
that the enrliest steps in the theory of grain formation are the most trouble-
some, eapetialiy the very low rate of the initial diatomic reactions, C + H -> CH
etc, I note that Hoyle triss to solve this problem by supposing that the corpus-
cular emlasion fron sone starn occurs ct e sufficient density of C atoms te
allow ofthe conceneation of scot (viz C-C=Ce) whieh would survive ag nueled.,
Howbeit, there 1a one thought on this problem which comes almost automatically
to a geneticist, and which I have net seen mentioned in my cv very eursory
reading, Lufay oltee two types of reaction following the collision of crains:
fusion anc vaperisation, but these are not especially hsleful, Yewover, should
there aot te a third effect, frem collisions of intermediate erersy, nagely the
fracture of grains? This could provide a grovth mechaniem whereby even a very
limited initial mmber of nuclei could increase to weet the thecreiieal require-
ments. It wovld be analomouy to the autocatalytic increase of the first orranisns,
Has thers been any sffort. te work out a dynaxte theory which would dnelude the
postulated fission of erains?

The most ebvieun obstacle mirht be the low rate of collision of emall craing.
Thie leads to the question whether there might be other fiesion processes besides
fractures and spallation by collisions of graing with erains and #ith emaller
particles. If the grains inelude molecules other then hydrides, C-N, C=O and CaO
bonds might be broken by photodisseciation, particularly of these bonds which
have 2 high specific absorption in the ultraviolet ond therefore Jead to high
equillbriu: temperatures, The fragments micht sti11 bo abls tc serve as nnétet.
B6r example, if R is the ☁rest of a srain*® we might have py suecescsive accretions
something like this:

pe 25 ac- Be pon Bo recy =f. pecitacit > ROH + ON.
The CH is then swallable as a nucleus, in addition to the R-CH. Of course,

the scission dees not have to be peripheral, if other hot snota besome available
elsewhere in the roleculs,



This raises another point. Not much has been (can be?) said about the
molecular chemistry of the grain, It is referred to as an ☁apgregate' of
H, C, N, O etc, I am rather interested in the possibility that this may
include a fairly large mass (in view of the sosmic senle) of large macro-
molecules as well as the ☁hydride ices' which are expected to be the most
abundant molecular species on aseount of the ineidence of H. Dufay hints
that H should be discriminated againat, but I am not entirely clear on the
extent or theoretical basia of it, or whether this can be werified by experi~
menta with molecular beams,

If these ideas are at all plaugible, there are at least two nexi of
interest between astrophysics and geneticat the evolution of thebgrain
iteelf, and the ssepe of nonbiological synthesis of organdie compounds. If
there is any reelity te the sequence!

free atome--> interstellar grains --> comet <--> micrometeoritic infall
the second fenture may even play some role in the prebiotic epmkhveheecéf
organic molecules on earth,

Dean Gowle and I are writing an ☁interdiseiplinary☂ artiele along these
lines in sonnection with a forthcoming conference on biological applications
ef shbbllites, and I would very much eppreciate your counent on these notions,
It would slso be most helpful to have reprints, if they are still available,
of your papers dealing with these astrophysical problems.

Yours sincerely,

Joshua Lederberg
Chairuan, Dept, Medical Genetics


